
19 FEBRUARY 2021.
THE CITY MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS.

Why are there so many people here ?

Today the opening of the exhibition of children's

creativity of students of the Municipal

Secondary School No. 23 related to the project

art "With Love For Russia" took place. The works

of children in different kinds of fine art, which

the authors worked on for a long period of time,

were presented to the audience.



THE PERFOMANCES
The performances of choreographic groups of the 7th and 8th grades, as well as the

children's vocal ensemble "On the Seven Winds" tuned the guests of the exhibition

to the creative wave. The exhibition presented works in various genres: scale model,

decorative and applied art, painting, graphics, and applique.



EXHIBITION
Within the framework of the exhibition high school students of the

artistic and aesthetic cycle ran the workshops for the guests and young

colleagues. It was impressive! Special attention should be paid to the

tours done by the students- authors of the expositions.

Pupils of the 11th grade had a great virtual tour around the Moscow

Kremlin, the layout of which is made in scale 1:300.

Using the available materials of natural and processed nature, students

of 9th B grade (the class of artistic and aesthetic cycle) presented a

model of the Sports complex "Amut" (scale 1:50) in the Solnechny area.

An equally interesting layout of the tourist station «Kholdomi» was

demonstrated by the young artists of the 8th B grade (the class of

artistic and aesthetic cycle), made in a scale of 1:70 from improvised

and processed materials.

The younger participants of the exhibition also showed interesting

projects and also impressed with their deep knowledge of the flora

and fauna of the Khabarovsk Territory.



THANKING
It is worth mentioning that all the

models presented by the students

are made with amazing accuracy.

The naked eye can see that to

achieve this result the children

needed a lot of perseverance,

patience, desire, and what is more

important - time.

It is necessary to pay tribute to

the curators of the project T. V.

Martova and E. V. Cherdantseva

who have put all their soul and

talent into this project.



ADDITION

In addition to the models, the exhibition presents works

made in other techniques. Along the perimeter of the

hall, on the walls, we can admire and evaluate works in

such techniques as decorative and applied art, painting,

drawing and applique.

This exhibition will work until March 14, 2021.

All citizens and guests of Komsomolsk-na-Amure are 

WELCOME!



Museum of Fine Arts – Музей изобразительных

искусств;

Exhibition – выставка;

Participant – участник;

Creativity – творчество;

Present – представлять;

A model, Layout – макет;

Technique – техника;

Scale – масштаб;

Kind of fine art - вид изобразительного искусства;

Genre – жанр;

Decorative and applied art - декоративно-

прикладное искусство;

Painting – живопись;

Applique – аппликация;

Improvised materials - подручные материалы;

Available materials - доступные материалы;

Virtual tour - виртуальная экскурсия;

Do a tour - провести экскурсию;

Artist – художник;

Amazing accuracy - поразительная точность;

Admire – восхищаться;

Patience - терпение;

Evaluate – оценить;

Pay tribute to - воздать должное.

GLOSSARY



1.What event took place at the City Museum of Fine Arts on February 19?

2.What kinds of fine art were presented at the exhibition?

3.Who did the tours?

4.What models were presented at the exhibition?

5.What workshops were organized?

6.Who are the curators of the young artists?

7.What impressions did the visitors get?

8.How long will the exhibition run?

QUESTIONS


